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This tool calculates all of the data speeds and frequencies you'll need to tweak your PC to take full advantage of the Nehalem platform. The download is a single executable file and is ZIP file. After it's installed, you'll be able to start using it immediately.
Once installed, you can enter many times, even if only to check or change one of the values. This way you don't have to run through the calculations again. Please note, that due to large amounts of calculations, it will take a while (5-10 minutes) to load

and maybe even longer to calculate for the first time. In some cases NehalemCalc will need more time and it may even run out of memory when using specific DDR3 DRAM memory kits. You can enable the internal trace outputs in the configuration
settings to provide you with feedback on the current values. Hope that you find our tool and the documentation helpful! And don't forget to give us feedback, if you have any questions or issues. We'd love to hear from you. NehalemCalc Release

Announcement (September 17th, 2009): Good news everybody! While Intel might have put a smile on many people's faces, we were all familiar with those miserable 90 degree C temperatures we use to get our 33 MHz CPUs running. Still no overclocking
for us... and we were all ready to get our hands on these overclockable CPUs to see how fast they really are. Today, we're happy to announce that the first Intel Core i7 Nehalem-based CPUs with 25x, 28x and 35x internal multipliers for the onboard

memory controller have finally reached the speed stable overclocking state. Today, we're officially announcing that the 8-core, 4-thread Nehalem-M 2300, 2600 and 2700 are all working at 2.66 GHz and 2.93 GHz on 12-15-15-25-48-133-133-133-133
voltage. On many other boards, these CPUs will be running at higher frequencies, but on our M
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Type in the model number of the processor in the box below. The processor that you have selected will default for now. Ignore the “Processor Frequency”, “Number of Cores”, “Core Ratio”, “Thermal Config”, and “TDP” fields. Enter your model and BClock
frequencies below. Check your settings for accuracy before submitting your score. Your CPU model will be used in more detail below. In the model box, enter the default Core i7 model like this (x86-64). This is the physical model number of your processor,
which is often shown on the bottom of the box of the processor. The core, package, and Bclock frequencies are the results of the task we will perform on your processor in a moment. Enter the following information about your processor: BClock Frequency
The default frequency of the Bclock. Input Frequency Set the frequency of the Input Multiplier as well. If you have an old motherboard, you can still test the old multipliers from System Configuration to see what input multipliers you have, as well as how

much you need to step up to get a higher frequency. Max Multiplier This is the highest multiplier that your processor can support. Here are the default settings: CPU = Intel Core i7-920 Bclock = 12 MHz Input Frequency = 4.4 GHz Max Multiplier = 25x The
result will be a number like in the following example: 4.4 * 25x = 105.6 In some cases you may want to change an identifier for your processor, so use your processor’s model numbers from the manufacturer or the Intel website. The frequency of the

Bclock is always equal to the input frequency. If you are buying a chip with a 150MHz Bclock, it will always run at 150MHz. (assuming it doesn’t have one of the multipliers that drops the frequency to 33% like Ultra PIII and Pentium MMX). You can always
raise the Bclock frequency at your whim. The more a processor runs at its top frequency (let’s call that “top”), the more inbound it will feed to the other components on the CPU. Let’s say your processor is already at its top speed. Let’s say you’ve just

lowered the Input Multiplier to 7x b7e8fdf5c8
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The NehalemCalc web app and service builds on the server-side architecture of the Nehalem platform and builds its own Nehalem platform with an ARM architecture and Haswell CPUs. It allows you to build up a simulated environment with your specs and
compare it to a real hardware environment, for example, to find out how a Nehalem platform will be handling your application load. You can look at the power and thermal profiles and modify the specs to try to maximize your efficiency. You can modify the
GbE speeds, the socket types, the memory size, and even the graphics chip, to get an idea of what the platform will be like. If you need to build your own server, you can use NehalemCalc to research the benefits of different technologies such as RAID, PCI-
e, 40GbE, and PCIe SSDs. Note: The tables below display the power efficiency based on the FSB frequency and core clock multiplier. Each row represents the power efficiency for an example system. For example, if the first row is 60% then that means that
for every watt of power the CPU consumes, it will output 60% of the power back to the PSU. These are the power results, not the performance. If you want to see the performance of the processors, see our Performance & Architecture section. Uncore
Multiplier FSB DRAM L3 Cache System Bus GPU Memory CPU 3× 3× 6x 6x 6x 6x 6x 12x 65W 65W 7W 7W 7W 7W 7W 7W 8W 70W - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

What's New In NehalemCalc?

NehalemCalc is a simple application that will allow you to determine everything you need to know about what’s under the hood of a Nehalem system. It runs on the Web or you can download it for your Microsoft Windows or Apple OS X machine. Navigate
to NehalemCalc using the hyperlinks below or a search for NehalemCalc on the NehalemCalc Blog at Learning About Intel's Nehalem Processor Technology While Underclocking a 533MHz System At NextCryTech.comHow to overclock a 533MHz system
underclocked with only Uncore and Memory Multipliers. Learning about Intel's Nehalem Processor Technology While underclocking a 533MHz system with only Uncore and Memory Multipliers. Programmers go to great lengths to write software that utilizes
the best features of modern platforms. Some software even utilizes the best features of the processor (even to a point of micro-architecture-specific software). However, of all the BIOS programmers I've known, none has been as transparent as
@BclockedNewman. Bclocked is a BIOS programmer with some serious hacking experience. He's also a YouTube Overclocker and we were fortunate enough to catch him at the time. He not only spent an entire day getting a 533MHz system to run at a
maximum of 533MHz, he did it while underclocking. Programmers go to great lengths to write software that utilizes the best features of modern platforms. Some software even utilizes the best features of the processor (even to a point of micro-
architecture-specific software). However, of all the BIOS programmers I've known, none has been as transparent as @BclockedNewman. Bclocked is a BIOS programmer with some serious hacking experience. He's also a YouTube Overclocker and we were
fortunate enough to catch him at the time. He not only spent an entire day getting a 533MHz system to run at a maximum of 533MHz, he did it while underclocking. Intel's new processor uses a totally new set of multipliers and frequencies, making the
process of overclocking more complex than ever. See more at Intel's new
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System Requirements:

* Windows XP or later * Geforce 8800 GT or better * 2GB+ RAM * 2GB+ HDD * Internet connection required * 4GB+ Free space (more is better) Please submit feedbacks to me at: TGS! V 1.2.0 25/05/2012 V 1.1.0 - Changed renderer from opengl to directx -
Optimized - Better performance on lower hardware -
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